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Abstract:
We present a set of axioms that justify the use of belief
functions to quantify the beliefs held by an agent Y at
time t and based on Y's evidential corpus. It is essentially
postulated that degrees of belief are quantified by a
function in [0,1 ] that give the same degrees of beliefs to
subsets that represent the same propositions according to
Y's evidential corpus. We derive the impact of the
coarsening and the refinement of the frame on which the
beliefs arc expressed. The conditioning process is also
derived. We propose a closure axiom that asserts that any
measure of beliefs can be derived from other measures of
beliefs defined on less specific frames.

1.

Introduction.

Uncertainty induces beliefs2, i.e. dispositions that guide our
behaviour. It sounds natural to try and quantify them on a
numerical scale. These quantified beliefs manifest
themselves at two levels: the credal level where beliefs
arc entertained and the pignistic level where beliefs are
used to take decisions (pignus = a bet in Latin, Smith
1961). Usually these two levels are not distinguished and
probability functions are used to quantify beliefs at both
levels. The justification is usually linked to "rational" agent
behaviour within betting and decision contexts (DeGroot
1970). The Bayesians have convincingly showed that if
decisions must be "coherent", our beliefs over the various
possible outcomes must be quantified by a probability
function. This result is accepted here, except that such
probability functions quantify our beliefs only when a
decision is really involved. That beliefs are necessary
ingredients for our decisions does not mean that beliefs
cannot be entertained without any revealing behaviour
manifestations (Smith and Jones, p. 147).
In this paper, we present a set of axioms that must be
satisfied by the funcuon that should be used to quantify the
beliefs held at the credal level. We call that function a
credibility function. It will be shown that the credibility
funcuon is a belief funcuon. The resulting model is the
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A belief is a proposition which you could doubt. Here, it is
endowed by a strength.
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transferable belief model (Smets and Kennes, 1990, Smcts,
1990a, Smcts, 1988).We accept all over that degrees of
beliefs at both the credal and the pignistic levels are
pointwisc defined, degrees of beliefs satisfying a total order.
Ail beliefs entertained by an agent Y at time t and their
degrees arc defined relative to a given evidential corpus
(EC t Y ) i.e., the set of pieces of evidence in Y's mind at time
t. Our approach is normative, the agent Y is an ideal rational
agent, the evidential corpus is deductively closed and it
induces unique degrees of belief. One source of modification
in ECtY is updating: it results from the adjunction to the
corpus of a new piece of evidence assumed to be true and
compatible with EC t Y . The updating is similar to the
expansion process considered in Gardenfors (1988). Only one
agent Y is considered in this paper, and time t is unique
except when updating will be studied.
This paper summarizes the major results. Details and proofs
are presented in Smets (1992b). We present successively the
propositional space on which credibility functions ared
defined (section 2), the principle axioms characterizing the
credibility functions (section 3), the dynamic of the
credibility functions after non-informative coarsening
(section 4) and refinement (section 5) of the frame of
discernment and adfter updating of the evidential corpus by
an expansion process (section 6). A closure property is
presented that implies that credibility functions are belief
functions (section 7).
Lengthy discussions about the use and appropriateness of the
belief functions to quantify beliefs can be found in two
special issues of the International Journal of Approximate
Reasoning (volumes 4(5): 1990 and 6(3): 1992). These
problems are not tackled here. We only try to find axioms
that justify the use of belief functions for quantifying
beliefs.

2.

The Propositional Space,

This section defines the domain on which the agent Y will
express his beliefs at time t. These beliefs arc quantified by a
function Cr that we derive in this paper.
Our presentation is based on possible worlds (Carnap,
1956, 1962, Ruspini, 1986, Bradley and Swartz, [979). Let
L be a finite p r o p o s i t i o n a l language.
be the set of w o r l d s that correspond to the
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The nature and use of the transferable belief model is detailed
in Smets and Kennes (1990). In Smets (1990b) we show and
explain what is the probability function that must be used to
make decisions given the beliefs entertained at the credal
level. In Smets (1990a) we show what is the justification
of the Dempsters rule of combination (see also Klawonn
and Schwecke, 1992, Klawonn and Smets, 1992). The
concept of distinctness is described in Smets (1992c). The
meaning of
is analysed in Smcts (1992a). The
combination of the belief functions induced by two nondistinct pieces of evidence are already tackled in Kennes
(1991) and Smcts (1986).
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functions.
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